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●

What are word senses and why are they problematic?

●

(Classic) WSD Formulation

●

Some Interesting Approaches

●

–

Supervised

–

Unsupervised

Beyond WSD/I – new approaches and interpretations of the
problem

Sense and Sensibility
●

What does sense mean?

●

The Oxford English Dictionary says:
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–

… any of the faculties of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch…

–

Natural understanding or intelligence, esp. in relation to practical matter
arising in everyday life… (→ common sense)

–

Written or spoken discourse that is sensible, coherent, or readily
intelligible.

–

A direction, esp. one of two opposite directions.

–

The meaning of a more or less extended sequence of written or
spoken words (as a sentence, passage, book, etc.)

–

The meaning of a written or spoken word, compound, or short phrase.
Also: any of the various meanings of a word or short phrase; the
meaning of a word in a particular collocation or context.

–

… (OED lists 26 senses for sense, many with 2-3 subsenses)

Word-senses
●
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The word sense is polysemous:
–

i.e. it has more than one sense

●

Many, if not most words, in any given language will
be polysemous

●

121 most common English nouns have on average
7.8 WordNet senses (Ng and Lee 1996)

●

Polysemous words are problematic for NLP
systems – without WSD:
–

MT systems would mistranslate many words

–

Search Engines would return pages relating to irrelevant
meanings of words in search queries

–

….

Word-sense disambiguation
●
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WSD usually not seen as an end in itself, but as
a service to other NLP tasks
–

MT, syntactic parsing, semantic parsing, information
retrieval, information extraction, knowledge acquisition, …

●

Should it be a drop-in black box or should it be
integrated (perhaps implicitly) within a larger
NLP task?

●

WSD is an AI-complete problem (Ide and
Véronis 1998)
–

To solve WSD we need to have complete natural
language understanding or common-sense reasoning

–

Context can give us a clue to the meaning of words
(Weaver 1949; 1955)

Approaches to WSD
●

Dictionary-based (aka knowledge-based)
–
–

●

–

Usage of annotated corpora with word senses
Includes semi-supervised, bootstrapping methods

Unsupervised methods
–
–

●

Lesk (1986) Algorithm compares ambiguous word’s dictionary
definitions to ambiguous word’s context
Use of selectional preferences to choose appropriate sense

Supervised corpus-based
–

●
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Word-sense discrimination/induction (Schütze 1998)
Word context clustering: each induced cluster represents an
induced sense

Hybrids
–
–
–

Any combination of the methods above
Translational equivalence (using multilingual parallel corpora)
Combination of WSD with other tasks. Entity Linking and
WSD in Babelfy (Moro et al. 2014)

Word-Sense Disambiguation (Supervised)
●

WSD is traditionally formulated as a
classification problem:
–

Given the instance of a word (in a sentence or
paragraph), determine its sense from a given list of
senses (from a dictionary or thesaurus)

Each word has its own set of senses
●
One classifier per ambiguous word
●
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Some interesting approaches (Supervised)
●

●
●
●
●
●
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Naïve Bayes (Mooney 1996; Ng 1997; Leacock et al. 1998; Pedersen 1998; Bruce and Wiebe 1999)

For word window of size l
Features can include POS, syntactic dependencies, etc.
Assumption: features conditionally independent given the sense
Beats “most frequent sense” baseline
Performs well for classical supervised formulation of WSD

Some interesting approaches (Supervised)
●
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Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Escudero et al. 2000; Murata et al. 2001; Keok and Ng 2002)

Plot By Cyc - Own work, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3566688

●
●

●
●

Learns the hyperplane that maximally separates senses
Multiclass case by learning several binary SVMs (one sense
against all others) – select sense class with best confidence
Linear and polynomial kernels perform similarly
Beats Naïve Bayes and nearly all other methods for
classic supervised formulation of WSD

Some interesting approaches (Supervised)
●

●

●
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Neural Networks
– Words connected as input nodes (Cottrell 1989)
– Mapping nodes in hidden layers to dictionary definitions or
WordNet concepts (Véronis and Ide 1990; Tsatsoranis et al
2007)
– Perceptrons without hidden layers, using local and topical
features (Towell and Voorhees 1998)
– Deep Belief Networks (DBN) using a probabilistic generative
model with multiple layers of hidden units
(Wiriyathammabhum 2012)
– sense2vec: Separates each sense of a word into separate
context embeddings (Trask et al. 2015)
Perform better than Naïve Bayes but not always better than SVMs
(DBN beats SVMs)
Require large amounts of training data

Word-Sense Induction (Unsupervised)
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●

No pre-defined list of word senses

●

Task is to induce clusters and each cluster is
interpreted to be a sense

●

–

Sense clusters are not readily interpretable

–

Attempts to make clusters human readable by
automatically generating descriptive labels from cooccurring words (Kulkarni and Pedersen 2005)

–

WSI → WSD: By mapping clusters to tagged senses
based on score maximisation (Munkres 1957; Purandare
and Pedersen 2004)

OR given two instances of an ambiguous word
in context, determine whether the word is used
in the same sense or a different sense

Some interesting approaches (Unsupervised)
●
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Word Space (Schütze 1998; Purandare and Pedersen 2004)
– First-order co-occurrence context vectors (c1) & Second-order cooccurrence context vectors (c2)
●
Both represent instances of ambiguous words in context
●
Each dimension in c1 counts direct co-occurrences
Money kept in the bank is safe
river
flow
money
kept
bank
safe
c1(money) =
0
0
0
1
1
1
river
flow
money
kept
bank
safe
c1(kept) =
0
0
1
0
1
1
●
All c1s in the corpus for a word can be aggregated (summed or
averaged) to compute a word vector for that word
river
flow
money
kept
bank
safe
w(bank) =
120
80
125
50
12
200
●
The c2 for a word is the sum of the word vectors co-occurring
with it
c2(bank) = w(money) + w(kept) + w(safe)
river
flow
money
kept
bank
safe
=
14
22
685
382
50
545
– c1 and c2 vectors can be optionally SVD-reduced, weighted
by IDF, etc.

Some interesting approaches (Unsupervised)
●
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Word Space: c1s vs c2s ?
–

In general, c1s tend to perform better than c2s for
WSI

–

c2s introduce a lot of noise

–

However, if dataset is really really small, then c2s
can perform better than c1s.

Some interesting approaches (Unsupervised)
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●

Latent Semantic Analysis (Furnas et al 1988; Deerwester et al. 1990)

●

Originated in Information Retrieval (Latent Semantic Indexing)

●

But was adapted to represent lexical semantics for different tasks

●

Didn’t take long before it was used for WSD/I (Levin et al. 2006)

●

You have an index for your corpus, i.e. a matrix A in which each cell
aij that counts how many times a word ti occurs in a document dj:

●

Each column is a document vector. Each row is a word vector.

●

IR people use columns. Semantics people use rows.

Some interesting approaches (Unsupervised)
●
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In LSA, you factorise A using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD)
Â = UkDkVk

●

Uk columns are first k left-singular vectors of A
–

●

Vk columns are first k right-singular vectors of A
–

●

Used to project document vectors to reduced space

Used to project word (term) vectors to reduced space

SVD-reduced spaces capture higher order cooccurrence and are able to handle synonyms

Some interesting approaches (Unsupervised)
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●

You say that Word Space can be SVD-reduced

●

LSA involves SVD

●

Both involve vectors and matrices

●

Are Word Space and LSA the same thing?
–

No. But they’re very related. (Maldonado and
Emms 2012; Maldonado 2015)

–

It is possible to convert objects from one system
to the other via Linear Algebra trickery

Corpus-based WSD/I Results
●

●

●

●

●
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Supervised approaches superior to dictionary-based approaches
and unsupervised approaches
Type and scope (local vs topical) of contextual feature heavily
depends on type of word to disambiguate:
– Nouns: wide context and local collocations
– Verbs: syntactic features
– Homographs much easier than polysemous words
Given a predefined list of senses, state of the art methods
perform very close to humans in traditional supervised
formulation
Word senses are subjective – different dictionaries will divide up
the senses of the same word differently. What about domainspecific senses of a term? Word senses depend on the purpose
of the task involving word senses (Kilgarriff 1997)
Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck in supervised WSD
(Agirre & Edmonds 2007; Navigli 2009)

Beyond WSD/I
●
●

●
●
●
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Cross and Multilingual WSD
All words WSD
–

Traditional approach: One classifier per word. Assumes word senses are independent.

–

Disambiguate each word depending on the sense of neighbouring words (WSD as a
sequence labelling problem?)

–

Data sparseness problem: most words will appear only once in corpus, consequence of
zipf’s law

Named Entity Disambiguation/Discrimination
Babelfy – named-entity linking
Research in WSD / SemEval competitions have spawned lots of
semantic tasks:
– Semantic Role Labelling
– Sentiment Analysis
– Textual Entailment
– Cross-level semantic similarity
– Semantic (Dependency) Parsing
– ...

Questions?
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